
Since that terrifying day in October-October 7. I have spent extra time with older adults in our JFS 
Akron family listening, sharing, supporting, and encouraging. Rami Feinstein, the Jewish Akron’s 
shaliach from Israel, facilitated a question-and-answer session for JFS’s seniors who wanted 
straight answers about the truth of what had happened that day. As Rami shared the painful 
information with us, we listened and shared our support for Israel. 

We reminded everyone how important self-care is as we move through this traumatic time. It also 
reminds me of the idea of “Collective Hope.”  Hyung Joon Yoon, Professor at Penn State University, writes, “Hope is 
essential not only for individuals but also for collectives, such as families, teams, organizations, and societies. Human 
systems need hope to make a step forward.”    

I am inspired by the collective hope I have witnessed in our Jewish Akron community, as well as in our JFS Akron 
family. Rachel Osherow, licensed music therapist and a part of the musical leadership of our community, offered her 
therapeutic skills at a most recent gathering of “Music and Melodies” at our JFS Akron office.  

Sometimes, just engaging with a group through art, music, or technology can spark hope in an individual. Many times, 
giving can help us feel like part of the collective solution. Write a note of encouragement to Rami Feinstein and his wife 
Soli.  Drop off food to our JFS pantry to help lessen food insecurity. Give, in any way you see fit.  

As we continue to come together to contemplate hope for our family and friends in Israel, know that JFS Akron is here 
to help you join in collective hope as well. Most importantly, never give up hope.  
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The JFS Food Pantry, established in March 2020 at the 
pandemic’s onset, has become a cornerstone of support 
for those in need, thanks to the overwhelming generosity 
of community members.

The pantry offers essential items to clients, ranging from 
canned goods and toiletries to peanut butter, pasta, and 
sauces—all donated by kind-hearted individuals eager 
to help. The spirit of giving extended into the fall of 
2023, when a ladies group from Anshe Sfard synagogue 
came together to provide female clients of JFS with 
personal items, gift cards, and toiletries, showcasing the 
community’s continuous support.

Despite these efforts, the need within our community 
remains pressing, especially as we face the challenging 
winter months. Summit County continues to grapple 
with food insecurity, affecting countless individuals and 

families. JFS is calling on the community to bolster the 
pantry’s supplies to ensure that no one is left without the 
basics during these tough times.

The pantry’s most needed items include toilet paper, 
peanut butter, canned goods with flip tops, pasta and 
sauce, and oatmeal/cereal. Additionally, gift cards are 
incredibly valuable, allowing caseworkers to accompany 
clients in selecting personal items tailored to their 
specific needs.

Donations are welcomed at the JFS office on Mondays, 
Wednesdays, and Fridays between 11:30 am and 4:30 pm. 
Those interested in contributing to this essential cause 
are encouraged to make an appointment by contacting the 
office at 330.867.3388. Furthermore, if you know someone 
who could benefit from the services provided by the JFS 
food pantry, please direct them to call the same number.

SUPPORTING OUR COMMUNITY The JFS Food PantryDid you know that most all of JFS’s arts and culture offerings, 
including on-line programming, trips, and socialization and 
educational opportunities are FREE to older adults?  
of the generous support of the Martin and Leah Bliman Fund for 
Older Adults along with gifts from individual donors. Y
keep this program FREE for older adults by making a gift today. 
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STAFF SPOTLIGHT 
SANDY PERCH, Driver
Sandy Perch has woven a rich tapestry 
of life that reflects compassion, 
dedication, and the joy of deep familial 
bonds. Sandy, a retired RN with an 
illustrious 41-year career at Akron 
City Hospital, part of Summa Health 

System, has lived a life marked by a profound commitment 
to caring for others and forging lasting connections.

Married to Steve, Sandy is the proud matriarch of a loving 
family, including four wonderful children and two “great” 
grandchildren, ages 5 and almost 3. Her reflections on 
grandparenthood are filled with warmth and anticipation, 
eagerly looking forward to welcoming more joy into her life. 
“Keep them coming,” she says with a smile, echoing the 
endless capacity of her heart to love and cherish.

Retirement for Sandy didn’t signal an end but a transition 
to new adventures and avenues for service. She finds 
solace and excitement in kayaking with friends on Nimisila 
Reservoir, where the simple pleasure of sitting in the 

middle of the lake, surrounded by nature and good 
company, brings joy. This activity, born out of the solitude 
imposed by the pandemic, has evolved into a treasured 
ritual. Sandy’s zest for life extends to running, biking, 
and immersing herself in the pages of a good book, 
embracing every moment with open arms.

Driven by a desire to connect and help, Sandy’s choice 
to volunteer her time driving for Akron JFS stems from 
personal experiences with transportation challenges 
within her own family. This understanding fuels her 
dedication to ensuring clients of JFS Akron have the 
means to maintain their independence and engage 
with their community. Her work is an extension of her 
lifelong mission to nurture and support, bringing her 
nursing career’s compassion into the everyday lives of 
those she helps.

At Akron JFS, Sandy is part of a close-knit team, including 
her fellow drivers, Carrie and Jeff, who have grown to 
be more than colleagues—they’re friends bonded by a 
shared commitment to the welfare of their clients. This 
trio exemplifies the spirit of community, working together 
to make a tangible difference in the lives they touch.

JFS extends heartfelt gratitude to Direction Home for their 
partnership and the generous provision of technology 
resources, significantly enriching the lives of our clients. 
For those intrigued by our online programs for older adults 
or eager to learn more about Direction Home’s technology 
initiative, reach out. For JFS’s Online programs, please 
call our office at 330-867-3388, and for Direction Home’s 
technology program, contact their Aging and Disability 
Resource Center at 877.770.5558. Join us in embracing this 
digital revolution, where connectivity, learning, and joy know 
no age limit. 

His favorite aspect of photography? The ability to eternally 
preserve a fleeting moment. It’s this magical capability of
photography to freeze time that has captured his heart and 
keeps his passion alive.

his professional endeavors, he dedicates time 
at JFS Akron. His motivation stems from a 

genuine desire to contribute to the community, leveraging his 
background in leadership to connect people with the services 
they need. JFS Akron, with its wide array of services beneficial 

the community, presents the perfect opportunity for him 
make a meaningful impact. His efforts are not just about 

about using his talents and history to 
support a cause he believes in—helping others.

ves strongly in the power of photography to
communicate and highlight the crucial work done by
organizations like JFS Akron. “I think JFS needs to get the 
word out more, because of the good things JFS is doing

and if my photography can help
am glad!” he remarks.

On the dazzling evening of December 13th, 2023, the 
Schultz Campus for Jewish Life was ablaze with joy and 
laughter, as fifteen spirited participants gathered in the 
Mercaz Room for an unforgettable Hanukkah bash! It 
was a night to remember, bursting with games, giggles, 
and the heartfelt warmth of community.

The air was electric with anticipation as the ultimate 
showdown took place: Team Applesauce versus Team 
Sour Cream. The age-old latke topping debate was 
settled in style, with Team Applesauce clinching victory 
amidst cheers and playful banter. Who could resist the 
sweet allure of applesauce on a crispy latke?

The fun didn’t stop there! A Hanukkah trivia question 
sparked intrigue and amazement: sixteen different ways 
to spell Hanukkah? Our wise and wonderful older adults 
shared enchanting tales from Festivals of Lights gone 
by, weaving a tapestry of memories that filled the room 
with magic.

Amidst the scent of delicious latkes, the spin of 
dreidels, and the buzz of laughter, creativity flourished. 
Participants channeled their inner artisans, crafting 
shamash candles from sweet-smelling beeswax with 
their own hands—a glow of achievement lighting up 
their faces.

The highlight of the evening was the presentation 
of a uniquely crafted menorah, a masterpiece born 
from the imagination of the 4th grade class at Temple 
Israel, Akron, Ohio. One lucky participant’s night was 
made even brighter as they took home this symbol of 
innovation and light.

The Hanukkah party was not just an event; it was a 
jubilant celebration of tradition, community, and the 
joyous spirit of the season. Here’s to many more nights 
filled with fun, laughter, and the enduring glow of the 
Festival of Lights!

PHOTO CREDIT: BART OLDENBERG
(left to right) Paula R., Direction Home Tech Support staff Jessica Reno, and Meghan 
Newman, JFS Akron staff.

Latkes, Laughter 
and LIGHTS
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From the bustling streets of New York 
City to the serene landscapes of Ohio, 
the photography career of a Kent 
State graduate, who began his journey 
through ROTC with a major in Public 
Relations and Photography, spans 
decades, continents, and a myriad of 
experiences. His initial steps into the 
world of photography led him to an 
assistant motion picture director role 

in New York City, but it was his command of the Army’s only 
major Combat Still, MOPIC (Motion Picture), and Combat 
Artist company that defined his unique path.

Spending extensive time in the field, he captured still photos 
that not only documented moments of military life but 
also encapsulated the raw emotions and realities of the 
environments he traversed. This experience honed his skills 
and fueled his passion for preserving moments in time, a 
passion that continues to drive his work today as he focuses 
on landscapes and candid photography back in Ohio.
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of life that reflects compassion,
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City Hospital, part of Summa Health
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TECH-SAVVY SENIORS
In the wake of the pandemic, JFS Akron has been at the 
forefront of championing digital inclusion and literacy for 
older adults in Summit County, igniting a wave of enthusiasm 
and connectivity! With a keen focus on delivering online 
programming that resonates deeply with the interests of 
seniors, JFS has led the way in innovation and support.

Direction Home Akron Canton has joined forces with JFS, 
gifting smart devices to our cherished older community 
members. The recent distribution of tablets—boasting user-
friendly interfaces, mobility, and internet connectivity—marks 
a significant step, opening new horizons for our clients.

The transformative impact of these tablets is immediate. 
Clients, like Gerard, have discovered joy in reconnecting 
with distant family members, bridging miles with the touch 
of a button. “Having a face time call with my children and 
grandchildren... has been so meaningful to me,” Gerard 
shares, highlighting the power of technology to dissolve 
feelings of isolation and foster deep family connections.

Paula R.’s experience mirrors this sentiment, as she explores 
the vast digital world from the comfort of her home. From 
engaging in yoga exercises to diving into the pages of 
digital books and exploring the vibrant world of social 
media, Paula’s winter days have been filled with discovery 
and delight. “This tablet is the best gift I’ve been given in a 
long time,” she exclaims, a testament to the life-enhancing 
benefits of these digital tools.

JFS extends heartfelt gratitude to Direction Home for their 
partnership and the generous provision of technology 
resources, significantly enriching the lives of our clients. 
For those intrigued by our online programs for older adults 
or eager to learn more about Direction Home’s technology 
initiative, reach out. For JFS’s Online programs, please 
call our office at 330-867-3388, and for Direction Home’s 
technology program, contact their Aging and Disability 
Resource Center at 877.770.5558. Join us in embracing this 
digital revolution, where connectivity, learning, and joy know 
no age limit. 

His favorite aspect of photography? The ability to eternally 
preserve a fleeting moment. It’s this magical capability of 
photography to freeze time that has captured his heart and 
keeps his passion alive.

Beyond his professional endeavors, he dedicates time 
to volunteer at JFS Akron. His motivation stems from a 
genuine desire to contribute to the community, leveraging his 
background in leadership to connect people with the services 
they need. JFS Akron, with its wide array of services beneficial 
to the community, presents the perfect opportunity for him 
to make a meaningful impact. His efforts are not just about 
volunteering; they’re about using his talents and history to 
support a cause he believes in—helping others.

He believes strongly in the power of photography to 
communicate and highlight the crucial work done by 
organizations like JFS Akron. “I think JFS needs to get the 
word out more, because of the good things JFS is doing 
throughout the community, and if my photography can help 
do that, I am glad!” he remarks.

On the dazzling evening of December 13th, 2023, the 
Schultz Campus for Jewish Life was ablaze with joy and 
laughter, as fifteen spirited participants gathered in the 
Mercaz Room for an unforgettable Hanukkah bash! It 
was a night to remember, bursting with games, giggles, 
and the heartfelt warmth of community.

The air was electric with anticipation as the ultimate 
showdown took place: Team Applesauce versus Team 
Sour Cream. The age-old latke topping debate was 
settled in style, with Team Applesauce clinching victory 
amidst cheers and playful banter. Who could resist the 
sweet allure of applesauce on a crispy latke?

The fun didn’t stop there! A Hanukkah trivia question 
sparked intrigue and amazement: sixteen different ways 
to spell Hanukkah? Our wise and wonderful older adults 
shared enchanting tales from Festivals of Lights gone 
by, weaving a tapestry of memories that filled the room 
with magic.

Amidst the scent of delicious latkes, the spin of 
dreidels, and the buzz of laughter, creativity flourished. 
Participants channeled their inner artisans, crafting 
shamash candles from sweet-smelling beeswax with 
their own hands—a glow of achievement lighting up 
their faces.

(left to right) Paula R., Direction Home Tech Support staff Jessica Reno, and Meghan 
Newman, JFS Akron staff.
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